Aiming to Kill (Ethics & Theology)

Controversy about the morality of euthanasia and assisted suicide has been running for over a
generation. The servise this book performs is making a careful examination of the opposing
fronts and drawing ecumenically on both theological and philosophical resouces and pioneers
an original way through to a mature judgement by tackling three basic questions: What
makeshuman life valuable? Can it ever be moral to intend to kill someone? How much should
we fear the wider, social effects of legalising euthanasia or assisted suicide?
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ecumenically on both theological and philosophical resources. Aiming To Kill: The Ethics Of
Suicide And Euthanasia Nigel Biggar is Regius Professor of Moral and Pastoral Theology at
the University of Oxford, where he.
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Nigel Biggar is the Regius Professor of Moral and Pastoral Theology, and Biggar's major
publication on euthanasia & PAS (Aiming to Kill: The Ethics of. respectively, with a
philosophical and a theological view of the ethics of fact that the original aim of
ordinary-language philosophy was rather to coun-.
In he took the Chair of Theology at the University of Leeds; and in he moved to the Chair of
Aiming to Kill: the Ethics of Suicide and Euthanasia. An explanation of this ethical doctrine,
which suggests that when an action will This is because the doctor is not aiming directly at
killing the patient - the bad. DIRECTOR Nigel Biggar, Regius Professor of Moral and Pastoral
Theology and Canon of Christ Church, Aiming to Kill: the Ethics of Suicide and Euthanasia.
Euthanasia in South Africa: Philosophical and theological Biggar, N., , Aiming to kill: The
ethics of euthanasia and suicide, Darton.
Theology Society over the mandatum: A young moral theologian, Timoth . In Aiming to Kill:
The Ethics of Suicide and Euthanasia, Nigel Biggar makes a gen. And as for their saying that
if He acted with an aim He would be seeking to perfect Himself by that aim, certainly if the
aim benefited the purpose of killing him.
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